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You can not downgrade the firmware for the 420 because its a product made in China and Amazon doesn't stock it - in that case you will need to find a different model and see if it works with older firmware or not. My brother in law uses your article/info to downgrade his printer. It's an Epson XP-520, with the same firmware version as yours (20.24.NK11JA), but in a different country. I guess the changes are the same, but I can't find anyone online that uses an XP-520, so it might not be quite the same. Hello, I wrote the article that
Charles was trying to follow, and if you're interested I would be happy to give you a link to it. It's about how I was able to downgrade my XP-400 to the old 19.10.NK09JA firmware. I did it by finding the old firmware online, downloading it, putting it on a flash drive, reformatting the computer, and then following the steps in the article. Jake, thank you for writing this. I have an Epson RX850 and I have been trying to update the firmware as much as I can. It is an XP450 and is in the moodle demo. When I go to reinstall the CIS it only

updates the black but I have tried two different ones. When I try to use the Windows version, it works the first time. I tried to downgrade my firmware to 6.38 and it works fine for about 10 minutes and then it seems to stop and tell me the firmware is too old. I have tried installing CIS 0128 and also CIS 0129. I just had the Epson tech support tell me that I need to downgrade my firmware and he could not figure out how to do it. So, I am at a loss for what to do. I have been trying to reinstall CIS 0128 because that is the latest. I would
really appreciate any help that you can give me on this. This printer worked great when it was new and I am really enjoying the editing and graphics I am doing with it. I will save your article as I cannot access your comment right now to thank you for your help.
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Your ps3 needs to be flashed with the latest firmware. Your ps3 needs to be flashed with the 4.87 or 4.84 depending on if you've already downgraded or not. And I saw a video on youtube of someone who has an ipodtouch2 and it tells how to do it. Your welcome. Dear developpers I really need help. I
downgraded my ps3 to v2.81, but I don't know how to downgrade or install eactive tool. I tried to find some instruction on your website, but I am a very new user and not good in English. Can you help me?. Kind regards psone-down-5.0.0-RELEASE.zip contains all the tools necessary to downgrade your

PS3 to version 5.00 and below, and you can use the following utilities. ps3_down.exe - Downgrades the specified PS3 system software version to the firmware version displayed in the top right of the console and transfers the previously installed game update to a folder within the PS3_DIR folder on
your PC or portable storage device. This utility is able to downgrade to firmware version 4.85.0 and below. ps3_up.exe - Upgrades the specified PS3 system software version to the firmware version displayed in the top right of the console and transfers the previously installed game update to a folder
within the PS3_DIR folder on your PC or portable storage device. This utility is able to upgrade to firmware version 4.85.0 and above. ps3_patch.exe - This utility is a multifunctional tool that has two different modes of operation: Patch mode Fix Mode PS3_DIR is the path to the PS3 system software on

the FAT32 formatted mass storage device. For this release, PS3_DIR is <drive>:\SYSTEM\UPDATE. Make sure youre PS3 system software is mounted to this location by plugging in your USB hard disk or portable storage medium. ps3_down.exe performs a downgrade to firmware version 4.85.0 and
below. This tool will need 20MB of free space on your hard disk or portable storage medium for full operation. 5ec8ef588b
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